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PROLOGUE 

 

     Davin read through the report one more time and looked at the sombre faces gathered 

around the table. Inside his office it was warm but he had felt a chill run through his bones as 

he read the missive.  He shook his head and looked out into the training yard.  Cadets went 

about the morning’s training drills under a sheet of rain.  Battle Master Richards supervised 

as two youths sparred with apprentice blades.  One was a brute of a kid, with a mop of blonde 

hair, the other a tall, but skinny girl, about the same age as Davin’s eldest daughter  

 

     The brute crouched in a fighter’s stance, while the girl stood still.  Without warning, he 

swung a vicious over hand strike that would have caused serious damage to the girl. However 

she nimbly ducked the blow and drove her sword point, which looked ridiculously clumsy in 

her tiny hands, into the brute’s groin.  He collapsed in a heap, his hands between his legs.  

Richards grabbed the girl by the front of her tunic and lifted her to his eye level.  

  

     “I told you, these boys don’t know how to fight yet!  I won’t have another cadet excused 

to the sick bay because you can’t control your temper.  Now nod if you understand!”  

     The girl, whose dirty feet dangled several inches above the ground, glared at the Battle 

Master with narrowed blue eyes, nodded.  He dropped her ungently to the ground and 

shouted for someone to help the boy up. 

    Davin heard someone clearing their throat.  They wanted an answer.  Whoever the girl 

was, they would need more of her type. He turned back to the group.  

    “Are you sure?”  

     The question was directed at the youngest of the group.  He was dressed in colourful garb 

and unlike the others was standing farthest away from where Davin was sitting.   

“I’m afraid it is, Sire-Magistrate.  We do not have much time, and a decision needs to 

be made now.  They need to be brought back.” 

      Davin shook his head. “I have only heard stories of this prophecy, I just don’t bel - “ 

    “It’s not a prophecy, how many times have I told you that?”   

     The rebuke came from an older man wearing an ill fitting orange and white armour sitting 

directly in front of Davin.  



     “The threat has always been real, so the teachings tell us.  The last time it happened the 

planet was nearly wiped out.  We should have done something about this earlier but no one 

would listen to me!” 

     A woman dressed in green, raised a hand.  

     “That’s enough Vasor.  We haven’t got time for one of your sermons.” 

“Can you two have your monthly fight another time?” The head Prefect of the 

Goddess of the Sea eyed both of them. 

     Vasor bit back a retort and nodded his head. “I apologise Biran, I am getting crabby in my 

old age.” 

     Biran looked over to the smirking woman. “I don’t think there’s anything to laugh about 

Eliza.”  

     Eliza waved away the admonishment and turned to Davin.  

“He is right though, Davin.  This is no fairy tale.  Our sources indicate the Dark 

Druids have increased their activity.  It looks like they’ve found a way to further their cause.” 

     Davin stood up and paced, all the while silently cursing the timing of the ill news.  Valoy 

and Ryzer were away attending a coronation.  They were the decision makers, he only knew 

how to crack heads.  The head Prefects of the five Gods of Hablen had barged into his room 

and told him something that he had only read about in history books.  He bit his lip and 

looked at the only person who had not said anything since arriving.  

“Well old friend, remember those times you kept insisting the legend of the Protector 

was real and not fantasy and I told you it was absolute bollocks?”  The man nodded with a 

smile. “ 

It seems you were right, Belin.  Looks like I owe you a drink.”   

     Davin sighed and sat back down behind his desk.  He looked to Belin again, who gave him 

an encouraging nod.  

“Alright, do what you need to do.  Tell me where they’ll end up and I’ll organise a 

meet and greet party with Richards.  Keep this as quiet as you can.  We have our spies and 

the Druids have theirs.”  He paused and looked outside into the training yard. “The training 

for the cadets will have to be fast tracked and we need to send word to Emori and our allies.” 

     The group filed out, but Belin lingered. Davin looked at him with a raised eyebrow. Belin 

approached, wearing the most serious expression Davin had seen in thirty years of knowing 

him. Belin paused and looked down at his old friend.  

     “There will be a war, Davin.  It will be the bloodiest ever in our history.  You only know a 

little of what has happened in the past.  As Prefects, we’ve seen more than you, we know 

more than you.  I hope you will be ready because what is coming will be unimaginable”.   



     Without a further word, the representative of the God of Light left the room.  

     Alone in his office, Davin had the sudden urge to find his kids, give them a hug and tell 

them how much he loved them.  

 

Chapter 1 

Will Freeman 

     Will Freeman had a feeling this day was going to be different than any other day.  The 

backache that had been plaguing him for the last two weeks was finally gone and the Western 

Bulldogs had won on the weekend.  Today was going to be a good day. The sun was shining, 

the air seemed cleaner, the Monash Freeway wasn’t a parking lot and he had hit all the green 

lights.   

     For most of his twenty-five years of age, good days had been scarce.  His life began when 

he was found abandoned at the Emergency entrance of St. Vincent’s Hospital, a baby 

wrapped in a blanket with only a gold coin in his possession.  

     His memories of living with foster parents were mixed.   He recalled being in the care of a 

softly spoken woman that would beat him if he did not get on his knees and pray before going 

to bed.  Another time he was only fed cereal.  He later learnt some foster parents used this 

trick to maximise their government payments.   

     He bounced around the system until he landed in the care of a retired Navy officer and her 

school teacher husband.  She taught Will self discipline and self belief, while he made sure 

that Will thought of others before himself. What was broken inside was slowly mended by 

two people who became the cornerstones of his life and whom without hesitation he would 

call Mother and Father. The gold coin hung around his neck to remind him of the past and the 

picture of his foster parents in his wallet to remind him of the people responsible for him 

having a future.   

    When Will had his growth spurt, he towered over his class mates and sometimes even his 

teachers.  Because of his size, no one troubled him during school.  Wherever there was 

conflict, he would always be the first to try and make peace and negotiate a truce.  His 

physical size made him adept at sports such as AFL, Rugby League and even boxing.   

     Will had aggression but he kept it controlled.  However, it would sometimes erupt on the 

field, whether he was coming to the aid of a teammate or typical collisions occurring on the 

field.  Whoever ran into him ended up on the ground and would struggle to get back up.  

      He revelled in sports but he kept his grades up.  Yet he did not excel in any one subject.  

He was without purpose as his Father was oft to say when looking at his grades.  He was 

popular but he was never considered aloof, never belonging to one high school clique.  For all 

intents and purposes, Will Freeman was a genuinely nice bloke.  With his boyish good looks, 



friendly manner and grey green eyes, he was the object of many girls attention.  However the 

only date he went on was the Year 12 formal.   

    When Will graduated high school his parents sat in the front row, trying not to burst with 

pride.  He had given them a little wave and flashed a V for victory sign as he received his 

diploma.  

   Will’s dad was shocked when he decided not to pursue University studies.  There were days 

of angry debate about Will throwing his future away, but in the end, Will’s mother silenced 

her husband’s protestations.  She pointed out that when she finished high school, she went 

straight into the Navy and she turned out fine.  Will moved out of home a year after he 

graduated, taking on a job as an apprentice carpenter.   

     At the moment he was working as a courier. He didn’t mind the early hours and the 

demanding turnaround times.  Navigating the streets of Melbourne and its CBD was an 

adrenalin rush.   Dodging pedestrians and drivers who didn’t look when coming out of 

driveways was a daily ordeal.  He would continue with the job, until he got bored, then he 

would look elsewhere for a new challenge.  

     Clocking into work, he caught the eye of the receptionist, who gave him a wink.  His face 

turned red and he looked away quickly.  She was a temp, while the regular receptionist was 

on maternity leave.  He had chatted with her a couple of times, but he hadn’t dared to ask her 

out.  He was nervous around women.  

     He checked the addresses of his first job for the day.  A simple pick up and drop off from 

Spencer Street to Bourke Street.  He decided to take the bike out for such an easy job. Jasmin 

called out his name as he was leaving.  He gave her his best smile and waved goodbye.  

Perhaps he would man up and actually ask her out.  What was that line from that Robin 

Williams movie? “Carpe Diem”?  As he started cycling away from the office, he made up his 

mind. He would ask her out.  A safe drink after work and this time he would try not to say 

something dumb and scare her off.  

     What Will did not know was he would not see Jasmin again and the package he was 

holding would be found next to the twisted remains of his bike in the middle of Bourke 

Street.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 2 

Zara Yeo 

 

The assassin stalked her prey.  

    Through night vision goggles, she tracked her target as he stumbled out of the nightclub in 

downtown Hong Kong.  He waved away his ever present bodyguards as they approached.  

According to the file, the drunk was Jai Hirati.  He was one of the richest men in the world 

and someone wanted him dead.  As was her practice, she had started surveillance on Hirati 

six months ago and his routine did not deviate. During the working week he was in his office 

before sun up and at home to his family by six o’clock in the evening.  

     It was the weekend the workingman identity was dismissed and the unhinged, violent 

boozehound was unleashed onto the nightclub district of Hong Kong.  Hirati’s activities 

ranged from non –stop gambling to visiting high priced brothels.  The amount of hush money 

Hirati had paid to prostitutes he had assaulted and fights he got into was negligible compared 

to the money he was making in the stock market.  Reading through his file, she would have 

killed him for free but someone was willing to pay for him to die and for Zara Yeo getting 

paid while performing a public service was an added bonus.  

     Zara shifted her balance, gauging the wind, while tracking the target with her favourite 

choice of weapon for long distance killing, a modified Remington 700 sps tactical sniper 

rifle.  Hirati weaved along the footpath, unmindful of running into people.  The two giants 

walking lock step in front and behind him, a deterrent to those thinking of protesting after 

Hirati shoved them away.  Hirati stopped and for a moment Zara thought he would topple 

over, instead he leaned to his left and vomited.  The time had come, the target stood on 

wobbly legs but he was upright and not moving.  Zara began to squeeze the trigger when a 

sudden feeling of melancholy gave her pause.   

     She thought of her childhood.  Her parents loved her, as she grew up in Beverly Hills, 

California.  One constant during her school years were the fights she got into.  It was always 

the case of her sticking up for a kid getting picked on.  She was tall for age and despite her 

slight frame, she took on older and bigger students - boys or girls she didn’t care.  Zara 

became her school’s unofficial disciplinarian.  Week after week, Zara and her parents would 

be in meetings with the school Principle after Zara had another run in with a student.  

Punishments which ranged from detentions and suspensions, did not work.  Changing schools 

became the norm, yet Zara found herself in the Principle’s office time and time again.  

 

 

 

 



     At night, while trying to sleep, she would hear her worried parents arguing on what to do 

about their troubled daughter.  Her father raised boarding school again, but her mother was 

almost hysterical in her refusal.  There were sessions with shrinks, as well as anger 

management classes.  Nothing worked.  For Zara, she thought it was odd that, while her 

father admonished her for getting into fights, he seemed proud when he heard the reason for 

fighting them. 

     The final straw came when Zara swung a lunch tray and broke the nose of a senior whose 

parents were political figures in Beverly Hills.  It didn’t seem to matter that the boy had been 

harassing a freshman with a mental disability.  Zara was expelled and on the drive home with 

her father, no words were spoken.  Zara could feel the waves of disapproval reverberating 

from him.  With Zara’s mother undergoing dialysis, the added stress of his daughter being 

expelled was the breaking point for Raymond Yeo.  

     Despite protestations from his wife, he enrolled Zara in a girls’ only boarding school 

where she met her mentor, the person who trained her to be a highly sought after and highly 

paid human killing machine.  

     Zara shook her head at the momentary lapse of concentration because it had cost her a 

clean kill.  Hirati was on the move on unsteady legs.  Zara cursed herself for the trip down 

memory lane and ran parallel to the path Hirati was taking.  According to her research, he 

would walk to an apartment that his wife did not know about and dry out. Zara’s new plan 

was to flank him and be at Hirati’s apartment before he could arrive.   

     She was about to make a jump to the next rooftop when she noticed one of the bodyguards 

had grabbed Hirati and was waving down a taxi.  Zara cursed again and discarded scenarios 

before settling on the most effective plan.  She climbed down the fire escape ladder of the 

building and sprinted to her indistinct looking Motard with fake plates.  It wasn’t going to be 

pretty but her plan was to stop the taxi and empty her Uzi into Hirati and his goons.  

     If Yeo’s plan had succeeded, the taxi would be riddled with holes, the driver an 

unfortunate victim of circumstances.  Witnesses would only report a person in a black leather 

outfit and helmet driving away on a Motard, which were a dime a dozen in Hong Kong.    

     Unfortunately for Zara Yeo, the contract on Jai Hirati would be her last and one she would 

never fulfil.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3 

Crameri 

 

     The city of Crameri, capital of the Westlands was surrounded by the River Eris which 

emptied into the Great Western Ocean.  This made Crameri easily defensible but also 

isolated.  The main entrance to the capital and its outlying minor cities and estates was over 

the dozen bridges that had been built through the years.  Its port was a major transport hub 

bringing in goods from faraway ports such as the Rotora Islands and Aldancer Province.  The 

city of Crameri was the foothold established by the forces of King Shandai and Admiral 

Fasul during the Territorial wars.  

     From there, the lands controlled by the Resaly Nobility expanded and became the country 

of Cerang.  Treaties were signed, borders were established and an uneasy truce played out 

over the years.  Cerang was split in to four provinces.  The Westlands were used to annual 

border skirmishes that never became full blown war.   A new President had been announced 

last season and he was now touring the land to show the people that Cerang was stable and 

their safety was still paramount.  

   Today seemed like every other day.  However only keen observers would have noticed the 

extra guards stationed at the bridges. 

     Battle Master Richards and his deputy, Caldwin, gave orders, while stable boys and 

servants milled about - equipping horses and organising travel gear.  Davin, had arranged two 

groups that were to collect the Protector and the Bodyguard respectively.  The order had been 

given early last night, which lead to a night of Davin, Richards and Caldwin coordinating 

with the Prefects on the makeup of the two groups.   

    To Richards, this was just a waste of time.  He was a blood and bones man.  He had never 

seen magic and thought the work of the Prefects was some kind of mummery to give the 

common folk something to pray about.  But Richards was a soldier, so was his father and his 

grandfather and when an order was given, he obeyed no matter his reservations.  According 

to the Prefects, there were two likely locations the Protector and his bodyguard would end 

up.  As far as Richards was concerned, his orders were simple.  Keep the Prefects that were 

coming along safe and hope to the Gods of Hablen they knew what they were doing.  

     He waved over Caldwin, when he spied two cadets play fighting with apprentice swords.  

“Bonti! Criss! I told you to stop being underfoot!  Go back to your rooms until you’re 

needed!  Get to it!”  Both boys flushed in embarrassment and hurried off.  Richards shook his 

head.  He turned around, just as Caldwin approached with a map.  

“Belin thinks one of them will be found near Roon Lake and the other a few days 

march over at the Quabur Forest”.  

“I wish the wise people who are telling us this wouldn’t keep using the word ‘thinks’.  

Any objection to you taking the lead to the Quabur location?  An extra man couldn’t hurt.” 



    Caldwin smiled.  Both men knew Richards was thinking about retirement and this was his 

way of encouraging Caldwin to lead.   

“I’m still not sure how this whole tracking thing works.  Does the Prefect just wave 

his hands around and they appear?”  

    A cough behind Caldwin stopped him from speaking further and a smile on Richards face 

told him who was behind him. Caldwin turned around, trying to not look guilty.    A Student 

looked at Caldwin with amused green eyes.  

“What makes you think it will be a man doing the hand waving?  My Mistress will be 

along shortly.  There will be no need for a travel carriage.  The Mistress Eliza will ride with 

nature.  When you are ready, let us know.” 

“Sorry Miriam...I mean Student.  I did not mean to cause offence. I’ll let you know as 

soon as everything is ready.”  She was already walking away before he had finished 

speaking.  

     It was hard for Caldwin to treat her any different.  Before her calling to be a Student of the 

Goddess of Earth, Miriam was one of his closest friends.  From what was explained to 

Richards and Caldwin, a Prefect would find the locations to bring back the Protector and the 

Bodyguard.  How and what they would do was lost to both fighting men.  Making sure they 

weren’t interrupted was their main concern. 

    Both men stood to attention when Davin and the Prefects approached.  After week’s worth 

of rain, the weather had turned unseasonably warm.  While Davin was sweating, Eliza and 

Vasor seemed unperturbed with the weather.  

     “Gentleman, there’s a development.  The Bodyguard’s location has changed. The risks 

have increased. The Royal Etana has been commissioned for sea travel.  Richards, you are to 

go with Vasor, ensure his safety and help bring back the Bodyguard - looks like he’s going 

for a swim before arriving.” 

     Richards frowned.  “Where exactly are we going?  You know I hate sailing.” 

     Davin gave him a wry smile and pointed to Vasor, who was in deep discussion with his 

Student.  “Ask him.  He thought the Bodyguard would be located up north in the Quabur 

Forest. Now he says, the location is near the Otoro Islands.”  

     Richards swore and stalked off to his rooms to gather his things for the unexpected sea 

voyage.  

 

     Caldwin looked on in amusement.  Richards was the worst land lubber and he hoped the 

seas would be kind for the trip.  He turned his attention to organising the group he would be 

leading over the Rosor Desert.  Like Richards, he was sceptical about the legend of the 

Protector and his maniacal Bodyguard coming to life.  



     There were plays, ballads, poems, paintings, even a special day to commemorate the deeds 

performed by the Protector.  Stories were handed down from parents to children about how 

the evils of the Dark Druids that lead to the Blood Wars were halted by the Protector and his 

ferocious Bodyguard. And if the world were to fall in to peril again, the two legends of 

Hablen would come back to save the world.  Caldwin was hoping the story was wrong, 

because the danger facing the world must be dire indeed for the Prefects to call upon the 

return of the Protector and his Bodyguard.  

    He recalled his favourite poem of the mythical duo.  

The Protector is noble and is true 

  But if you cross him, The Bodyguard will see you 

  The Protector holds fast against the Darkness 

   Without fear and without fail 

              He will be there to see you through 

             The tale of two legends, The Good and the Blade 

           If you break his trust and cause him pain 

             The Bodyguard will see red and make you bleed.  

     With the current missions they were tasked with, he would be able to see these two 

legends first hand.  

     The groups were to consist of twelve soldiers, a Prefect, a Student and a Deputy Battle 

Marshall.  Now with both him and Richards leaving for their respective journeys, he was a 

little uneasy about who was left in charge of the garrison.  Caldwin looked up at the building 

that had been his home for the last twenty years.  He supposed he had been lucky that the 

Westlands had not seen any major conflicts in over a decade. Most of the time, armies he 

commanded were fighting off marauding bandits and keeping ambitious Lords and their hired 

mercenaries from killing each other over ancient feuds.  

      Now with the advent of war, Caldwin was fearful, security had become lax and he 

wondered when a patrol had been last sent down to the Southland borders.  From what he had 

gathered, another fable had come true, in that the Dark Druids were once again a threat.  His 

musings were interrupted when he noticed Miriam struggling to calm a spirited horse.  

      As he walked towards her, he thought of what could have happened if she had not 

answered the call of the Goddess of the Earth.  They had known each other since they were 

children and things were starting to feel different when an intervention from the Gods halted 

any chance of romance.  That didn’t stop him from feeling a faint tugging of the heart 

whenever he saw her. 



     “Student, do you need any help?” he asked, while she struggled with the fractious horse.  

She jumped a little. Without turning around she said, “If you can calm the animal down 

Battle Marshal I would be forever grateful.”   

    Caldwin took hold of the horse’s reigns, patted it and made soothing noises.  The animal 

soon calmed down.  With his most rakish smile he looked at her and asked “Did you need me 

to give you a lift into the saddle?”  All he got in return was the narrowing of eyes and the 

tightening of her lips.  “I shall be fine for now Battle Marshall.  Please let my Mistress and I 

know when we will be heading out.”  She slid on to the back of horse and rode off in the 

direction of the stables. 

     With a shake of his head, Caldwin went off to finish organising for the trip.  He would 

have preferred the sea voyage instead of going over the desert, especially if the wind picked 

up.  Yet he had made the trip countless times, so he knew the preparations required.  

 

** 

     From the safety of their rooms, Bonti and Criss watched the Marshall walk in the direction 

of the barracks.  It was customary for cadets to room together while undergoing their training.  

There was an excitement in the air that they had never felt in their young lives.  Something 

big was going on and they felt like they were missing out.  

     “I wish we could go,” said Bonti.  He was taller than Criss and was always looking to get 

out of his studies.  

     His friend elbowed him on the side but kept his eye on the Marshall as he addressed some 

soldiers.  

     “A trip over the desert and getting on a boat off to who knows where.  What if the boat 

sinks?  You don’t even know how to swim.” 

    Bonti gave him a dark look and threw himself on to his bed.  Their usual duties had been 

cancelled while their teachers were busy with preparations.   

    “What do you think about this whole business?  I heard some Students saying that this has 

something to do with the Protector.” 

   “You shouldn’t believe everything you hear, especially from Students,” Criss answered 

from the window.  While Bonti was city bred and was expected to be a cadet, Criss came 

from the northern city of Latyla, close to the Gulf of Tasar.  Like most Northerners, Criss was 

tanned to the point of being black.  According to Criss, during the hot summer periods, an 

egg could be fried on a rock.  From stories Bonti had heard, the chief sport in Latyla was 

Whale Riding.  He asked Criss if this was true. He had given Bonti an enigmatic smile and 

told him, if Bonti ever came to visit, he’d show him.  

 



     Bonti was glad he had become roommates with the taciturn Criss.  His quiet demeanour 

hid a dry sense of humour and a quick wit.  He was also more than willing to go along with 

whatever mischief Bonti dreamed up and would take the discipline meted out without passing 

the blame to Bonti.  

     “Well I don’t know about you Criss, but I’m bored.” 

    “I’ll tell you what’s not boring, Ria shadow sparring.”  

     In a flash, Bonti was next to him.  Ria, dressed in her customary man’s tunic and leggings, 

sans boots, was swinging her apprentice sword in precise strokes.  Ria swung her sword 

overhand, left to right and finished in a full circle with her sword flashing right to left close to 

the ground.  Both boys looked on in admiration.   

     They had no idea where Ria was from.  She turned up at the start of the cadetship season, 

dressed in the same manner.  Speculation was rampant. A bastard child of a powerful 

politician or noble, sent away to spare embarrassment to her parents? Did she have a place in 

the program due to a scholarship?  Wherever she was from and however she earned her place 

in the program, one thing was clear - Ria knew how to handle a sword.   

     “I still don’t know why she refuses to wear boots. You talk to her a bit, have you asked 

her?”  Criss’s question was answered with silence.  He realized Bonti was no longer next to 

him and the door to their room was wide open.   

     “And I’m talking to myself.  Why do you think Ria doesn’t wear boot, Criss? Why I don’t 

know, maybe she’s just comfortable that way.  Why don’t you go and join Bonti as he 

whispers sweet nothings in her ear.  Will do, Criss!”   

     Other students had joined Bonti and Criss in watching Ria sparring with her invisible 

opponent.  The cadet Ria had beaten yesterday, was watching on with his friends. 

     A voice spoke behind the two boys.  “She knows how to use that piece of wood really 

well.  Now we’ll see what she can do with real steel.”  They looked back and were surprised 

to see it was the Sire-Magistrate.  Ria stopped in mid-stroke as if she had heard him, sheeted 

her apprentice sword in its scabbard and turned to look at the Sire-Magistrate. 

      Davin raised his voice to address those in the training yard. “Cadets! Your training is now 

being fast tracked.  For the next few days, we will be teaching and training you all in the art 

of war.  I have read reports on all of your strengths and weaknesses.” He pointed to the 

barracks and continued, “Your names are on a wall, separated in to groups.” He jerked his 

thumb over his shoulder, where a group of Deputy Battle Marshalls and Hunters were 

standing. “Your teachers are waiting. Go!” 

   The cadets ran to the barracks, excited by the change.  Davin called out to Ria as she was 

about to follow. She looked at Davin and the Sire-Magistrate beckoned for her to come 

closer.  

 



    “Little girl, if you are going to fight, you cannot be bare footed.  Find yourself some boots.  

I’ve read about you, Ria of Garn.  Your father was Samuel Oren, self proclaimed greatest 

swordsman of Hablen and the only reason you are here is because Battle Master Richards, 

was his cousin.” His voice softened as he added, “I’m sorry about your loss.  I witnessed one 

of his exhibitions and he was a sight to behold.”  

     Ria narrowed her eyes when Davin mentioned her father “I thank Sire Davin for the kind 

words.  I do not wear boots because I’ve never fought in them and do not have time to adjust.  

I want to learn as much as I can as quickly as I can so I can avenge my father’s death.  But if 

you insist I will do so.  Am I dismissed?”   

     Her monotone response surprised Davin but he nodded for her to go.  Unlike the others, 

she headed straight to the stewards rooms, to get boots, Davin assumed.  He shook his head 

and wondered how Richards and Caldwin were fairing in their respective journeys.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 4 

Stuttard 

 

     Stuttard rubbed his hands in front of the fire, as he watched the Dark Druids perform their 

morning ritual.  It wasn’t the way they sang with their falsetto voices that creeped him out, 

nor was it how their bodies swayed in rhythm with their singing.  It was the smoke that would 

envelope each of them and then slowly rise into the sky.  

     He once asked a Druid why they performed this daily exercise and he explained it was a 

sort of a cleansing of the soul.  Stuttard looked around him, still trying to get used to the size 

of the force he was part of.  He stared into the fire, recalling how he ended up in this armed 

camp.  

     In what Stuttard thought of as his noble life he was the third son of a minor Eastland 

noble, which meant he had all care and no responsibility in how he lived his life.  The rape of 

a visiting noble’s daughter led to him having two choices, a ten year prison term or be 

stripped of his nobility and cast out    

     In the end, his Father made the choice for him.  No son of his would end up in prison and 

embarrass the family name.  He was disowned and his father marched him to the outskirts of 

town with the order that if he saw Stuttard skulking around, he would be killed on sight.  

     He had made a mistake and now he was out in the world.  The only possessions he had 

were the clothes he wore and a knife he had secreted under his tunic.  Stuttard had no doubt 

his father’s threats were real, so with no ties, no money and nothing to lose, he was a Nomad.  

The Southlands were a wild place, having never been conquered during the Blood Wars.  It 

was also a place where people fled to escape their past.  

     Stuttard wandered for days, hiding when he heard noises of people travelling.  Exhausted 

from lack of food and thirst, he was picked up by a band of Nomads and brought to their 

camp.  In his weakened state, he thought he would be killed and eaten, as some Nomads were 

known for such practice.  Instead he was nursed back to health.  He remembered a figure in 

brown checking in with his carers on his progress until one day he was summoned to a huge 

tented pavilion where the mysterious figure sat cross legged on the ground waiting for him.  

     “Welcome.  You can take a seat, I prefer the grass,” the man in brown gestured to a 

wooden stool in front of him.  “Have you broken your fast?” His host’s demeanour was 

genial and he seemed eager to make Stuttard feel at ease.  The people that were around them 

went about their tasks, oblivious to the pair.  Stuttard shook his head and sat on the stool.   

 

 

    “Who are you?” asked Stuttard.  He studied the man sitting on the ground.  He sported a 

full beard, was completely bald, and his most striking feature was a scar that ran across his 

temple that had cut off most of his right ear.  What bothered Stuttard was, while his host was 

smiling, it never reached his dark eyes. Even though the man was sitting down, Stuttard could 

see by the breadth of his shoulders that he was impressive in size.  

 



     “My name?  Well that’s a good question.  When I was a citizen of the Eastlands, I was 

called James, but that was a few seasons ago.  I had a full head of hair and my ear was still 

with me.  I’ve had many names and many titles since then.  For simplicity’s sake, you can 

call me Commander Satur and this will be your home for the next few years.” Satur waved 

around the huge pavilion. He spoke in a slow, guttural accent that marked him as a native of 

the Eastlands, so that part was true.   Stuttard was still suspicious as to what this man wanted 

with him. Satur had saved his life but now this strange man was responsible for it.   

 

     A Nomad approached Satur, bowed, and spoke in a sing-song language, Stuttard had 

never heard of.  Satur, frowned, nodded and dismissed the man whose robe could not hide the 

impressive armoury of knives and swords that were on his body. Satur looked at Stuttard, as 

if trying to make his mind up.  

 

    “I have saved your and now your life belongs to me.  You are under my service.  Which 

means if I say jump, you ask how high.  All you need to know for now is I have plans for 

you.  You are noble born, therefore you know warfare and tactics.  You will be in charge of 

training.  Go with Das and he’ll show you the way.” He pointed to a small man dressed in 

what could be described as rags, waiting at the entrance of the pavilion.  The little Nomad 

lead Stuttard to another large tent where weapons were strewn about on the floor, along with 

war machines being repaired.  There was a man wearing a simple grey robe that was 

supervising.  The man looked at Stuttard as he entered and he felt the hair on his arms stand 

up.  

 

     The man smiled but Stuttard didn’t trust that smile.  Not one bit.  The man then gave him a 

bow.  His hair was brown but had streaks of grey in it. He had white even teeth that were 

framed by a cruel mouth.  

 

    “Why if it isn’t stuttering Victor Stuttard.  I see Satur delivered you as promised.” 

 

     Stuttard, recoiled as if the man had struck him.  No one had called him that name and had 

lived.  As a child he had been plagued with a stutter. Taunts and jeers by his peers tortured 

him for years until by some fluke the stutter disappeared. But the mental scars remained and 

played a part in the rage he sometimes felt.  

      

    He asked the same question he asked Satur.  “Who are you?” 

 

    The man continued to smile while Suttard’s attention was drawn to a mark on the man’s 

robe.  He had seen that mark before. 

 

     “My name is Garran and even though Satur says you answer to him but your arse belongs 

to me.  I have answered your question, now you will answer mine.  Do you want your father 

to pay for casting you out for a little roll in the hay with a girl?  After all she was asking for it 

right?” 

 

    Stuttard was again shocked at how much this stranger knew of his life.  Then he thought of 

that night the minx had lead him on, constantly showing her cleavage to him as she played 

with the family dog.  He had cornered her after she had come back from the bathroom.  He 

kissed her and she had slapped him.  The mixture of the drink and being slapped brought on 

rage he had never felt before.  He put a hand over the girl’s mouth and dragged her to his 



room and raped her repeatedly.  It was only by chance the girl’s maid went looking for her 

mistress that she found Stuttard straddling the girl as he tried to choke the life out of her. 

 

    He blinked at the memory and looked Garran in the eye, “With every fibre of my being.” 

 

    Garran threw back his head and laughed.  “Ha! I knew you were the man for us.  As you 

can see we have a lot of work to do.  I’ll leave the war mongering to you.  Let us take care of 

the rest.  Find Olsen, he’s a big ugly bald bastard with a ring through is nose and has a hook 

for a left hand.”  With another bow, Garran left the tent.  Still shaken by the encounter and 

sudden rage that filled him, he looked around the tent and spied a huge bald man, hammering 

a blade into shape against an anvil.   

 

     

    As he walked to towards the man, he stopped in his tracks when he remembered where he 

had seen the mark before.  It was from a history book about Dark Druids and the insignia on 

Garran’s robe matched the mark at the front of the book.  Over the years since he became part 

of Satur’s crew, he sometimes wished he had been killed by Nomads and eaten.   

 

 

                                                             ** 

  

A bugle sounded.  It was the signal for Commanders and Sub Commanders to meet in the 

great pavilion.  He had been the first of many strays that found them-selves having an 

audience with Satur and Garran.  Since Stuttard arrived ten years ago, the camp had grown.  

His duties as outlined by Olsen were to train the Nomads in warfare. From hand to hand 

combat, using siege engines and be competent in all types of weapons.   His long brown hair 

was now cut close to the scalp and was greying.  The many years of living only on a diet of 

greens and beans made him leaner than he had ever been.   

 

    He entered Satur’s tent and was surprised to see Garran standing next to a sitting Satur.  

Usually at these meetings, it was only Satur going over the week’s plan but to have Garran 

present, signalled something major was about to happen. Satur waited until all had arrived 

before speaking. 

 

     “Our friendly Dark Druid here claims the insurgents have caught wind of our activities 

and are bringing in some help.  He claims they are summoning The Protector and the 

Bodyguard.”  A volley of jeers and catcalls greeted this news. Satur raised a hand to silence 

them and beckoned to Garran to speak.  

 

    “Laugh all you want, you uneducated morons.  This is no joke.  At first light I want two 

groups ready, one to travel to Roon Lake, the other to the Rotoro Islands.  You all know 

what’s at stake.  A couple of my brethren will accompany each of the group.  This is the best 

chance we have of furthering our cause and obliterating those who stand in our way!” Garran 

said the last in a near shriek.  The tent was dead quiet, outside the noises of construction and 

training continued.   

 

    Satur said, “You heard him.  Stuttard organise the group for Roon Lake, as for the Rotora 

Islands, it seems our Druid friends are taking care of transportation. Now everyone out, 

except for Stuttard and Dezolta.”   

 



 

    Both men waited patiently while the others filed out.  Stuttard looked over at Dezolta.  He 

became part of the Druid Army as Stuttard had dubbed it, a few years ago.  It was never made 

clear to Stuttard how Garran and Satur picked and chose the ones worthy of joining.  One 

thing that was clear though, whoever joined their army was adept at something.  Dezolta’s 

strength was his brawling ability and deadly skills in close quarters.  

 

    Satur motioned for both to come closer.  “The fools in Crameri believe we are simpletons 

but we shall show them.  Garran advises the group heading over the desert will try to bring 

back the Protector.  Stuttard I want them all killed bar the Prefects.  Dezolta, go with Garran.  

It looks like he’s going to show us a trick on how to get to the Rotora Islands. Go.” He waved 

them off.  Stuttard and Dezolta exchanged quizzical looks.  Dezolta shrugged and joined an 

impatient Garran.  Stuttard left the pavilion thinking of legends, killing and of course the ever 

present thirst for revenge.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Chapter 5 

 

Hablen 

 

 

     Caldwin brought the rear guard with him as the group reached the final travel shelter.  

Although the journey through the Roso Desert was arduous, it was the shortest route to get to 

Roon Lake.  Several shelters had been built to make the journey easier.  This was due in large 

part to the burgeoning trade in silk and of course the Salt Mines of the port city of Mosar near 

the waters of the Gulf of Tasar.  He tethered his horse, rubbed it down and fed it some trail 

ration.   

 

     He checked how Miriam and Mistress Eliza were coping with the heat and found them 

deep in conversation.  He chatted with his men, keeping their spirits up, telling them they 

were only half a day’s travel from their destination.   Caldwin drank the allocated amount of 

water and made his way to Eliza and Miriam.  He gave both ladies a smile and asked Eliza, 

“Is the location of the Protector actually in the Lake or just near it?”  His tone was light but 

both the ladies looked at him with serious expressions.  

 

    Eliza answered, “It’s not that simple Marshall, I am tracking the Protector and I have to 

find the right place to bring him over.  Are we ready to ride again?”  Caldwin chuckled and 

told them the horses needed a few more moments of rest.  He walked past the two women 

and sat down and ate some hardened trail beef.   

 

     The wind wasn’t strong as it normally would be at this time of the season and for that, 

Caldwin was thankful.  Riders trying to control horses on a windy day would have been hell 

however a dust storm would have been a nightmare.  Before long he judged it was time and 

called his men to continue the journey.  Caldwin decided to be at the front of the group in 

case they ran into a patrol from Mosar. 

 

     As expected, half a day later the group reached the first guard outpost of Mosar.  

Provisions were available as Davin had sent a message via carrier pigeon to make their 

passage to Mosar easier.  Caldwin was speaking with a Deputy Marshall of Mosar when he 

felt a tap on his right shoulder.  He turned and Miriam’s green eyes met his own hazel ones.   

 

     “Mistress Eliza says the location has changed towards the south.  We need to hurry as time 

grows short.”  Miriam turned and re joined the Prefect who stood nearby with her eyes 

closed.   

 

 

     Caldwin frowned and made his way to the two women, “What do you mean the location 

has changed?  And what do you mean time grows short?” His questions were greeted with 

silence by Eliza who continued to have her eyes shut and Miriam who looked at Caldwin 

with impatience.  The silence was broken when a soldier ran up to Caldwin.  

 

“Marshall, the rear guard is overdue.” 

 

    



 

     Caldwin’s expression darkened, as he dismissed the soldier.  He glanced at Miriam.  

“Well, whenever she gets out of that trance or whatever it is she’s doing, let me know. 

Because right now I’ve got more pressing matters to attend to.”  He stalked off, squinting into 

the distance to see if the overdue rear guard was now making its way to where they were.  

 

     Caldwin shielded his eyes from the sun, cursing at the inconvenience.  From his warfare 

studies, when the rear guard was late, trouble was bound to follow.  He finally spotted some 

dust clouds but relief turned to alarm as the numbers of horsemen were far greater than what 

was first expected.  He shouted orders for a perimeter shield defence to be erected and for 

archers to be ready behind them.   

 

    The sound of a horse galloping away indicated a guard was making his way to Mosar to 

raise the alarm.  While unlimbering his bow, Caldwin noticed Eliza was still outside the 

perimeter with her eyes closed, with a frantic Miriam trying to pull her back to safety.  

Caldwin shouted at them to run but it was no use.  Eliza would not move and Miriam refused 

to leave her Mistress.  

 

   Caldwin swore and pushed his way through the shield wall, he was prepared to lift both 

women on to his shoulders if they wouldn’t listen.  But just as he got to them, Eliza opened 

her eyes and pointed towards the oncoming line of horsemen.   

  

 

      “The Protector comes now.” She turned away from Caldwin and in slow deliberate steps 

walked towards those about to attack them.  She then halted.  Eliza shouted, “Marshall set up 

the perimeter around me, you must give me time to bring the Protector in safely.  I also sense 

some of our foes arriving have magical capabilities.  Student can help you hold them off until 

I have brought the Protector through.”    

 

     Miriam’s eyes widened in shock and wailed, “Mistress! I have only practiced battle magic 

once, I can’t do this.  I may fail!” Miriam stared at the approaching riders and she rubbed her 

hands together in a panic.  Eliza only looked at the ground in front of her and produced a gold 

coin from her pocket.  She intoned a quick prayer and raised the hand holding the coin to the 

sky while speaking to Miriam, “Student, ensure I am not disturbed or all will be lost.  

Remember the time I became angry when you lost control?”  Miriam nodded, “It’s time to 

lose that control.  Miriam, your battle magic is the most powerful I have seen.  Stand and be 

true.” 

 

 

     Caldwin cursed the ill timing and ordered the new perimeter.  He drew a bead on the first 

rider and said his first prayers since being promoted to Battle Marshall.  He prayed for help to 

arrive soon and he prayed his arrow would fly true.  

 

    “Hold! Don’t waste an arrow!”  He ordered, waited a beat and then let fly with his notched 

arrow.  It flew true and hit the first rider in the throat, dislodging him from the saddle.  

Caldwin notched another missile and said, “Men you will all die!” 

 

    “But not today!” came the traditional reply, as archers picked out targets from the fast 

approaching attackers.  Caldwin readied himself, as a horse came within sword reach.  With a 



circling step, he sliced at the horse’s legs.  It stumbled and Caldwin stabbed its rider in the 

throat.  He threw a knife at another rider and the battle was joined.  

     

      ** 

 

 

     The Royal Etana crested another wave and those on board held on for dear life.  When 

they left Crameri, it had been clear but a day later and the ship was now in the midst of a 

fierce storm.  Captain Elliot ordered all loose items to be secured and all passengers to the 

cabins below. Elliot claimed storms such as this would hold for another day and the weather 

would clear up soon.  Richards didn’t know how he knew but he had already been throwing 

up over the side of the ship on the first day of travel and now with the storm, he decided lying 

in bed was the easiest course of action.  

 

    Richards looked over at Vasor who was still wearing his ridiculous looking armour.  

Vasor’s eyes were shut and he sat cross legged on his bunk.  The Student that Vasor brought 

was doubled over a chamber pot vomiting.  Richards moved to get closer to him, nearly 

falling when the ship crested another wave.  He managed to sit next to the Student as he sat 

back up and wiped his mouth with a sleeve.  Richards nudged him and tilted his head in the 

direction of Vasor.  

 

    “What’s your Master doing?  I don’t know how he can just sit there.” 

 

    The Student wheezed a response, “He is meditating, trying to find a seam in the fabric of 

the universe to bring the Bodyguard through.  When we are close, he will awaken and direct 

us.” 

 

     Richards was incredulous, “You mean you don’t know exactly where he will turn up?”  

The ship’s hull gave another alarming groan, as the Student dived once more for the chamber 

pot.  Richards rubbed his palms on his face, praying to the Gods of Hablen he wouldn’t 

drown because of some farfetched religious prophecy.  He thought he heard a crack and 

hoped it wasn’t the ship’s hull.  He looked across at Vasor and noticed his eyes were now 

open, “We are here.  I must direct the Captain.”  Before Richards could say anything,  

Vasor raced up the ladder to the deck, followed by the stumbling Student.   

 

 

 

 

 

   “Wait! Gods damn you!”  Richards made his way to the ladder and started to climb, when 

the ship lurched again, causing him to lose his footing and dangle from the ladder with one 

arm.  He regained his balance and made his way topside.    He pushed hard against the 

trapdoor and when it finally opened, the handle was ripped away from him.  He nearly fell 

back down the ladder as the howling wind battered the ship.  He blinked away the rain from 

his eyes and spied Vasor and the Student standing next to Captain Elliot, pointing starboard.  

Richards stumbled on to the decking and crawled in the direction of the trio.   

 

        Richards finally caught up and heard the tail end of what Vasor was yelling at the 

Captain, “....over there.  There’s a patch of blue sky, direct the ship and we will be close to 

where he will appear.”  The Captain looked to where Vasor was pointing, nodded and 



ordered the helmsman to turn the ship.  The tiller groaned but slowly the ship moved, heading 

straight to where Vasor was pointing.   

 

 

   Richards’ relief at having a set destination was tempered by a shout of horror from Captain 

Elliot.  He pointed at something in the sky.  Richards’ eyes widened and he shouted at 

everyone to get down as he drew his sword.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 6 

 
               Will and Zara 

 

 

    Zara sprinted to her Motard, jammed on the helmet and revved the engine.  She had never 

failed to fulfil a contract and this wasn’t going to be the first time.  The Motard clattered 

around a corner and nearly ran into a drunk who was being serviced by a prostitute. Yeo paid 

them no attention as she focused on the job at hand. She dodged more traffic, visualising in 

her mind the taxi driving parallel to her course.  She increased her speed and cut across, 

hoping to be in front of Hirati when she hit the road the taxi was travelling on.   

 

     Zara swore as the taxi flashed across in front of her.  She followed, pressing hard on the 

accelerator to come along side the taxi.  If she couldn’t get a clear shot, she would try to get 

in front of it and take her time to finish Hirati’s existence on this earth.  She pulled up to the 

passenger side window, where one of the bodyguards was already reaching for his gun.  She 

pulled the Uzi out of a holster attached to the Motard, aimed at the window and was about to 

pull the trigger when she sensed something ahead.  She looked up as a truck full of caged 

chickens was reversing and she swerved into a street to avoid it.   

 

     She was riding parallel to Hirati again.  She knew his bodyguards would be telling the 

driver to speed up so they could reach Hirati’s apartment.  Yeo’s mind did its trick.  She 

calculated the speed of the taxi.  From her planning, the next turn would allow her to get in 

front of the taxi just before it crossed a bridge.  She gunned the Motard again and turned a 

corner, knowing she was now ahead of Hirati and his bodyguards. She would just have 

enough time to aim her guns and that was all she needed to fulfil the contract and make 

Hirtai’s poor wife a happy widow. She could see the bridge ahead and sped up, only 

controlling the bike with her legs as she unlimbered her Glock 45s.  

 

     The familiar feeling of everything going in slow motion started to occur as she closed in.  

However this time, something was different.  The birth mark on her right hip began to tingle 

and then burn.  Zara tried to ignore it but soon the pain became immense and spread.  With 

her mind still doing its slow motion trick, she could see her bike was heading directly 

towards the guardrail of the bridge, the collision most likely depositing her into Hong Kong 

Bay.  The pain travelled to her arms and made her hands clamp down on handles of the 

Motard.  She tried to brake but her arms and legs would not move.  

 

 

     Panic eventually broke as her bike slammed into the guard rails and she flew through the 

air, and into the bay   

 

 

    Authorities discovered the bike with its fake plates and Uzi but no trace of its owner.  

Witnesses were adamant someone went into the water.  They dragged a section of the bay 

where witnesses claim the rider went into.  But all they found was a black motorcycle helmet 

and a pair of Glock 45s.  

 



     

 

      The next day, Jai Hirati woke up with one of the worst hangovers he ever experienced 

and over heard one of his body guards talking about a person on a Motard pulling an Uzi at 

them.  Hirati couldn’t remember anything about last night and all he wanted was something 

to cure his pounding headache. 

 

 

      ** 

 

     Will Freeman checked for traffic even though the lights had turned green.  It hadn’t taken 

him long on the job to realize that pedestrians can be more dangerous than road traffic.  He 

held his arm out to signal left and turned the corner, nearly colliding with a man talking on 

his mobile.  Freeman shook his head and set off again.  

 

     Melbourne’s weather was living up to its schizophrenic label.  This morning it had been 

sunny but now it was windy and showery.  He felt his phone vibrate but ignored it.  It was 

probably Jasmin, notifying him of a pick-up job that had been logged near his drop off 

location.  He would check it later.  Will only had to navigate two more corners and he would 

be at the delivery address.  In a couple of hours he would have his lunch back at the office 

and take the opportunity to ask Jasmin out.  

 

     He was near the first corner when a car pulled out from the wrong direction of a one way 

street, forcing Will to swerve onto oncoming traffic.  Will’s reflexes took over and he weaved 

his way past honking motorists, angrily waving their fists at him.  While Will’s heart was 

racing, time slowed down for him. He could see gaps appear where he could fit his bike and 

anticipate whether drivers would slow down or not notice him.  

 

     This kind of slowing down of time occurred to Will at times of great physical and mental 

stress, such as trying to win the hardball in footy and spotting targets down the field or in 

League, finding the gaps to run the ball through.  He also experienced this feeling during 

exams, remembering passages or calculations from over a month ago.  He waited as a car and 

its screaming driver drove past him and he was now safe.  He’d look for a wall to lean his 

bike and get over this most recent scare.   

 

    A change of careers was now definitely on the agenda.  He had one more lane to cross, 

when he felt his neck begin to burn.  At first he thought it was just delayed shock but the slow 

burn turned to outright pain.  It was the gold coin.  Apart from burning, the necklace was now 

slowly tightening, choking him.  

 

 

     *** 

   

     What people saw on that day was a man on a bike, haphazardly going in and out of traffic.  

He looked as if he was choking because he was clawing at his throat.  At the same time, 

flames engulfed a building parallel to the path the man was riding.  A fire truck rounded the 

corner at speed and hit the struggling cyclist, who was thrown in to the flaming building.    

 

 

 



 

     Will’s grief stricken parents and co workers could only identify that it was Will who had 

been thrown in to the burning building, by the package next to his broken bike, as well as the 

bicycle helmet found outside the gutted building.  There was no body to be found, even 

though the fire fighters that hit Will were hosing down the building a few seconds after the 

collision.  It was a mystery to them the time it took to put the fire out.  Everything inside the 

building was incinerated.  Later on the building was condemned and torn down for a new 

store front.  

 

     Will’s foster parents buried a coffin that contained pictures of Will throughout his short 

life.  What made Will’s funeral heartbreaking was the lack of people attending it.  A few 

class mates were there and some people that knew him from work but to Florence and Stuart 

Macrae, their son deserved more love than what he gave in his life and he did not deserve to 

disappear without anyone knowing who he really was.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 7 
 

HABLEN 

 

     Richards stared in amazement as a group of armed men slowly descended from the sky.  

The storm did not seem to bother them and the only unarmed figure stood at the back of what 

looked like an air bubble.  The situation looked hopeless.  He was the only armed guard on 

deck with only a distracted Prefect and a sea sick Student for assistance.  His training took 

over.  Whatever was happening he had a duty to discharge and if he died while performing it, 

there would be no shame.  He advanced as the air bubble made its way close to the deck. 

 

    The ship had stalled.  The Captain and helmsman were clutching each other like children, 

staring in fear as the group of attackers slowly floated in their direction.  Richards shouted at 

them but they did not hear him. Richards swore as he continued to make his way towards 

Vasor, who he seemed to be their intended target.  He took a chance, unlimbered a dagger 

and threw it at the figure standing in the back.  The wind was gale forced but Richards was an 

expert marksman and the blade struck the man on the side of the throat.   

 

    The man’s eyes rolled up in his sockets and the air bubble disappeared.  One moment the 

attackers were in the air, the next some fell in the sea, while others bounced off the slippery 

deck and went overboard. However there were still enough of the attackers that survived the 

fall.  Richards did a quick count and there were six attackers recovering on deck. Vasor had 

given the helmsman a resounding backhander to get him to start steering the ship again.  Now 

his eyes were closed once more.  

 

 

    Richards ran as best he could across the slippery deck, running through on opponent trying 

to get up from the deck and throwing a knife at another still groggy attacker. There were now 

four, two of whom stood side by side waiting for Richards, while the other two made their 

way to Vasor.  

 

    The Master at Arms slowed his approach.  He was out of knives and waited to see if the 

two had fought together yet.  A noise behind had him praying that the sounds of battle had 

alerted his men.  The change of expression on his two opponents told him all he needed but 

all these men had to do was give the two approaching Vasor time.   There was no use talking 

them down. He risked a glance behind him and the soldiers of Crameri had spread behind 

him.  He noticed Adams, one of his best archers had already drawn a bead on the two 

attackers.   

 

    “Adams! Can you discourage those two trying to get to our men.”   

 

    Adams nodded and aimed low, lest he missed and hit Vasor and the others. He let fly two 

arrows in quick succession.  One hit the leg of an approaching man, who fell on deck 

screaming, the other flew wide of the target.   

 

 

 



 

     The uninjured attacker was nearly within sword’s length when Richards ordered a charge.  

Thankfully, Captain Elliot had drawn his cutlass to offer some protection and stood in front 

of the approaching man.  Richards wanted speed and instead of strength.  He evaded a blow 

by one of the attackers, back handed him, breaking the man’s nose and left him to his men 

and ran on, the distance to Vasor and others was now halved.   

 

   Elliot blocked a blow and lashed out in return.  His opponent evaded the cutlass and struck 

back, Elliot barely blocked the blow.  The attacker smiled, knowing he had the Captain’s 

measure.  Vasor’s Student, retrieved something from his pocket.  He threw the object and hit 

the attacker in the face.  The man blinked and then started screaming, his hands scratching at 

his face as he stumbled about, finally falling overboard.  Elliot looked at the Student with a 

raised eyebrow. .   

 

   The Student smiled and said, “Itching powder with a twist.”   

 

   Richards breathed a sigh of relief and looked back.  The remaining attacker was flat on his 

face in a pool of blood.  Richards turned his attention back to Vasor.  He was taken aback 

when only the whites of the Prefect’s eyes were showing.  Vasor, was walking as if he was in 

a trance towards the bow of the ship.  The break in the weather was approaching and when 

the ship finally moved into the area, the sea became calm, the rain stopped and the wind died 

down. It was a strange sight.   There were dark clouds and rain but the area the ship was in, 

was calm.  

    

     Richards hurried after the Prefect, if Vasor fell overboard, Davin would have his head.  

“Vasor, have you found him?  There could be more of those bastards floating around!”  

Richards turned in a full circle searching the sky for any would be attackers.  

 

 

    Vasor grimaced.  “I have his location Master Richards, we won’t be troubled anymore.”   

 

     Vasor reached the bow of the sheep and said, “We will have to hurry though because the 

Bodyguard could very well drown.  He is below.”  

 

     Richards ran forward to where Vasor was pointing.  A body was floating, face down in the 

water.  

 

    Wasting no time, a sailor tied a rope around his waist.  He grabbed another rope and 

jumped in to the icy water.  He made his way to the body and turned it.  He shouted to those 

looking on, “I have a pulse!”  He tied the free rope around the body.  He was pulled aboard, 

while keeping a firm grip on the Bodyguard.  The body, clad in a black leather outfit of some 

kind, was laid out on deck. 

 

   Vasor and Richards approached the body with the Student gasping in surprise when they 

sighted the face of the Bodyguard.  

 

    Richards laughed and looked at the Prefect, “So Vasor, where does it say the Bodyguard is 

a woman?”  Her skin was an alarming shade of blue as a blanket was placed on her.  A 

murmur went through the crew at the news.  

 



 

 

      ** 

 

    Caldwin ducked under a sword that was meant to decapitate and ran through his attacker.  

The sounds of battle rang throughout.  While those attacking had the numbers, the travellers 

from Crameri had the territorial advantage.  The outpost prevented those attacking from 

flanking.  Archers were also placed in defensive alcoves, picking off targets.  

      

    Caldwin searched for Miriam and Eliza.  Both were safe, surrounded by soldiers of 

Crameri and Mosar.  Eliza was now on her knees, face to the ground with her right hand held 

in a fist, stretching outwards.  Miriam stood in front of her Prefect, ready to defend her.    

 

    A shout caused Caldwin to look up and he sighted two figures throwing glowing fireballs 

at his men. Caldwin looked on in horror as they made their way towards Eliza and Miriam.  

Archers sent arrows at them but they went through the figures causing no damage.  One of 

the figures shouted and a red fireball was thrown at the archers.   

 

     Those that didn’t duck fell down the rampart screaming as they burned to death.   Caldwin 

could sense the tide of battle turning.  He ran through an attacker just as he was about to kill a 

Mosar soldier.  Caldwin tracked a bloody path trying to get to Eliza and Miriam.  The attack 

on his men was a ruse.  The main targets were Miram and Eliza. 

 

    Caldwin ducked another blow and replied with a punishing strike.  The attacker fell to the 

desert hardpan gurgling blood.  Caldwin was now sprinting, shouting at the women, warning 

them.  Both paid him little heed.  Miriam walked towards the two magic users.  She crossed 

her arms and stared in to the ground.  Two large rocks were wrenched from the ground as if 

by invisible hands and were thrown in a crisscrossing pattern at the approaching figures.  One 

threw himself clear but the other was struck.  An explosion of blood and body parts littered 

the ground.   

 

   The remaining figure wiped away blood from his face, eyes wide with shock.  Caldwin 

shouted at him, hoping to distract the man.  The glint of metal in the east heralded the arrival 

of soldiers from Mosar.  The magic user eyed Miriam seeming to mark her.  The man closed 

his eyes and disappeared.   

     

     Miriam ran back to her Mistress and heard her whisper.  “He comes.”   

 

     Suddenly, the wind picked up.  It drowned out the sounds of fighting.  Caldwin fought to 

shield his eyes from sand but to his amazement, the sand formed around Eliza and Miriam.  

Soon he could no longer see them.  Caldwin surveyed the field and noticed all of the attackers 

were dead or dying.  Caldwin watched in awe as the sand funnel rose higher.  He tried to get 

closer but the wind buffeted him to the ground.    

 

    The sand that was circling around Eliza and Miriam rose even higher and then blew away. 

Dead silence followed.  Caldwin ran towards the two women.  He slowed down when he 

observed a third figure lying on the ground next to the Prefect.  

 

    Eliza was still on her knees.  She looked up when she heard Caldwin approaching.  

 



    “Marshall, the Protector has been recovered.  It is done.”  She took a breath, and then fell 

to her side.         

 

 

CHAPTER 8 
 

ZARA 

 

 

 

     Zara Yeo was dreaming. 

 

    She saw herself fighting at the boarding school her father dumped her in.  She didn’t know 

what the other girl had done but it must have been something bad.  Yeo would not normally 

pick fights with innocent people.  A kaleidoscope of images followed.  The older sister of the 

girl she was fighting had kidnapped her.  She found herself alone in a room, thinking of ways 

to escape when the only light in the room was turned on.   

 

    Another blur of images and Zara faces her kidnapper, both had a samurai sword in hand 

while a figure watched as the two traded blows. 

 

    Darkness.  Zara graduates from the boarding school, her proud parents watching her 

receive her diploma.  She notices the figure at the back of the hall watching her.  

 

    Darkness.  Zara gives the excuse to her parents that she’s been offered a job in New York 

City.  In reality she lives across town, where her real education begins. 

 

    Darkness.  Zara hears sounds. She recalls losing control of her Motard.  She falls into 

Hong Kong Bay.  Her helmet cones off and she tries not to swallow any of the turgid water.  

More sounds.  She still feels a burning sensation on her right hip down to her lower leg.   

 

     Muted voices, the ringing in her ears begins to subside.  Is she dead?  Why can she hear 

noises? Did Hirati capture her?  She wiggles her fingers and toes. She can move but she 

doesn’t want the people in the room to know she’s conscious.  Her hair is wet. Who fished 

her out of the Bay? She hears a metallic noise.  Armed people are around her.  Her original 

theory was correct.  Hirati had her.  

 

    She would bide her time until the room was less noisy before making her move.  Less 

noise meant less people.  She felt a slow rolling sensation.  She was on a boat.  She felt 

someone check her pulse. Someone touched her hip and leg.  She felt anger at being touched.  

She fought the urge to cause physical pain to whoever was touching her.  She would wait.  

She concentrated on her breathing, all the while tensing and relaxing her muscles.  She would 

be ready when the time came.  

 

 

    Vasor examined the Bodyguard’s hip and leg one more time.  It was there. The birthmark 

shaped like a dagger.  Vasor shook his head.  The teachings, never made mention of a female 

Bodyguard.  The Student placed a warm blanket on the woman to aid in her recovery after 

being fished out of the freezing water.   

 



  

      “Justin, see to her needs.  We will be in Crameri soon.  I doubt the Dark Druids would be 

stupid enough to attack us again.  I’ll be up on deck with Master Richards.”  Justin adjusted 

the blanket and stared at the feared Bodyguard.  She was a beautiful woman, who from her 

appearance was from the faraway land of Trianta.  

 

     Justin stood up.  He rejoiced in finally finding his sea legs.  He poured some warm tea to 

give to the Bodyguard.  When he turned back, the bunk was empty.  

 

     He glimpsed movement to his left.  Before he could turn, an arm was wrapped around his 

throat and a hand clamped on his mouth.  He was forced down on the floor.  A voice 

whispered in his ear, but he could not understand word. He felt pressure on his throat and he 

lost consciousness.  

 

     ** 

 

 

    Zara looked around the room.  She searched for a weapon but could not find anything of 

use.   She made her way to the door and heard no sounds.  She opened it a crack and 

glimpsed a narrow hallway.  Yeo opened the door wider and checked up and down the 

hallway.  It was deserted.  She had researched all of the transportation Hirati used and she 

could not recall a ship as large as this.   

 

     Not knowing where to go, Zara turned right.  The hallway was strangely enough, using 

candles to light the way.  She made her way down the hall, trying to open doors.  Finally she 

found an unlocked door and slipped in.  She swore while trying to find a light switch but 

found none.  Thankfully there was a window which gave her enough light to look around the 

room.  She had to move fast, they would be checking in on her soon.   

 

    The room had very little furniture.  There was only a table that was cluttered with rolled up 

pieces of paper and the bunk was neatly made.  She noticed something that looked like a map 

that was hung on the wall. She frowned when she couldn’t recognize any of the continents. 

Maybe it was a painting.  

 

    Her eyes fell on an open trunk.  She rifled through it.  There were clothes, some books and 

more paper with strange writing on them.  She heard footsteps and voices.  She ran next to 

the door but the footsteps went pass the room.  Zara opened the door a crack and saw two 

men walking side by side.  

 

     She weighed the option of rushing the two men. The shorter of the two was wearing ill 

fitting armour of sorts and he looked soft.  The taller of the two however gave her pause.  He 

had the stance of a fighting man. Both of them she had never seen before in her months of 

surveillance of Hirat’s known associates.  

 

     Zara raised an eyebrow when she noticed the taller man was wearing a sword on his hip.  

They continued to walk in the direction of her room.  Time was running out.  Speed would 

overrule stealth. 

 

 

   



     Zara slipped out of the room.  She made no noise as she ran along the wooden floor.  Plans 

and scenarios were discarded.  She settled on finding her way topside and off this boat by any 

means necessary.  She skidded to a halt when she saw stairs leading up.  She ran up the steps 

two at a time but slowed when she reached a door.  With her heart pounding, she slowly 

opened the door.  

 

 

    The first thing she noticed was how bright it was, even though it was night time. She 

looked up and saw the full moon.  Except the moon was twice its normal size and had a 

bluish tinge.  She pushed aside the surprise she felt and searched for a life boat or hopefully a 

speed boat attached to the ship.  Initial surprise at the how the moon looked was soon 

overtaken by fear as she surveyed her surroundings.   

 

    The ship was wooden.  It wasn’t a yacht or one of Hirati’s freight liners.  There was a pair 

of lookouts on either side of her. They also had swords on their hips and were staring out to 

sea.  She calculated the distance to the two guards to her right were closer.  She silently made 

her way in their direction.  

 

     *** 

 

     Richards tried to hide his impatience as they made their way back to Justin’s room.  The 

Bodyguard had been sequestered there since being brought aboard.  Vasor had ordered 

everyone out bar Justin, refusing to answer questions from Richards. Later on Vasor had 

knocked on his door and entered.  He caught Richards reading a history book about the 

Protector.  Vasor had raised an eyebrow and smiled.  “It’s a little late to do research Master 

Richards.”  The tone was mocking and Richards glared at Vasor. The Prefect motioned for 

Richards to come with him.    

 

     “I tried looking for you topside.  I need you in the room when the girl wakes up.  The 

birthmark on her hip matches the description from the teachings.  Without question, she is the 

Bodyguard.”   

         

     Richards uttered a laugh.  “I haven’t got to that bit yet. But you know more about this 

prophecy stuff than a knuckle dragger like me.”  Vasor knew Richards was baiting him and 

refused to take the hook.  He was silent as he led Richards to the room the Bodyguard was in.  

They discovered the prone figure of Justin on the floor.  With a shout, Vasor ran into the 

room and checked on the Student.   

 

    “He is still breathing,” Vasor looked at the empty bunk in alarm.  Richards already had his 

sword in hand, as he ran out the door shouting for his men.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 9 
 

  RECOVERY 

 

 

     Garran said a prayer for his lost comrades.  Inside he was seething at the stupidity and 

arrogance of Rykel and Desmond.  He was glad he hadn’t risked Stuttard in the raids.  He 

mourned Dezolta.  He had a mean streak that would have been helpful for the future conflict.  

Perhaps he had underestimated the Prefects and their friends.  Garran had made the first 

move.  While the Prefects brooded and discussed what to do next.  Satur was mobilizing units 

and his fellow Dark Druids were closing in on the ultimate prize.   

 

    Mortals were easy to manipulate.  Offer them money, whores and immortality and they 

were happier than a pig with its snout in the trough. Offer them a chance of plundering other 

worlds and he had had them eating out of his hands.   The arrival of the Protector and the 

Bodyguard were going to cause problems but it would take some time for both outworlders to 

even understand who they were and what their role was in the scheme of things.  While the 

Prefects were distracted in dealing with them, his people would continue as planned.  

 

         It had taken his brethren centuries to finally rebuild what they had lost.  Their quest to 

bring back the Druid God and the return to their full power would soon be accomplished.   

The mortals that made their way to them were carefully handpicked.  Some had the bloodlust, 

while others were brought to their camp for their training and weapon engineering skills.  

Garran witnessed firsthand how disorganized they were during the Blood Wars.  Fighting 

mortals and their armies was like trying to kill ants.  There were so many of them, they were 

unable to focus on the Protector and his offsiders.  

 

      But it was a new era.  After centuries of planning, their goal was nearly in sight.  At first 

light, he would lead a few of his brethren to the Orayu Mountain Ranges where a key artefact 

would assist in bringing back their Master.  Those who banished their Master could not 

destroy him utterly but were able to curtail his powers somewhat.  The Dark Druids ability to 

travel to other worlds had been taken away with the banishment of their Master.  When he 

was returned, all of Hablen would follow their faith or die. After conquering this world, they 

would set their sight in conquering other worlds.    

 

     His mood became giddy which made it easier to levitate.   

 

     

      **. 

     Will Freeman watched as preparations were made to lower the coffin into the ground.  He 

didn’t know who had died but he recognized some of his classmates and people he had 

worked with over the years.  His Mother and Father were also there.  Stuart Macrae had his 

arm around his Mother, as she cried on his shoulder.  The look on his father’s face was one of 

utter devastation.   

 

 



    The sky was dark and drops of rain started to fall.  Will started walking towards the coffin.   

Soon he was sprinting.  When he finally reached the casket, a feeling of dread paralysed him.  

With trembling hands, he opened the coffin and only found a gold coin, twin to the one he 

wore as a necklace. It was floating in darkness, he felt drawn to it, almost hypnotized.  

     Will started to reach for it and felt something akin to static shock when he held it in his 

right hand.  His body then became rigid, as he felt the coin thrumming and begin to pulse. 

The sensation travelled through his body and caused it to arch outwards, his teeth clamping 

shut with a click. Through slitted eyes, he glimpsed his parents.  He tried to shout at them but 

his jaw seemed wired shut.  The world around him disappeared as the darkness from the 

coffin leaked out and engulfed him.   

      The pain abated as he floated in the dark.  He could still feel the coin in his clenched right 

fist.  It was cold in the dark but the coin became hot to the point of being unbearable.  He 

began to move, his right hand glowing, seeming to lead him deeper into the darkness.    His 

breathing became shallow and he felt sleepy.  The last things he thought before he fell 

unconscious were of his parents and not being at the MCG to watch his beloved doggies win 

on that one day in September.   

 

 

 

      *** 

 

     Caldwin decided to travel to Mosar to restock supplies.  Soldiers too injured to return to 

Crameri would be left in Mosar.  They were staying at the Councillor’s guest town house.  

The wash up from the battle at the outpost, pointed to warriors willing to kill themselves 

instead of being captured.  The body of the magic user was recovered and Caldwin’s worst 

fears were confirmed.  The Dark Druids were on the march and had recruited Nomads to their 

cause.  

 

    The Protector’s body was placed under guard, while Eliza was in the care of Miriam.  The 

Student was still shaken after the battle but had regained her composure to tend to her 

Mistress’s care.  Caldwin had informed her they would stay in Mosar for only a day and they 

would bring a regiment of Mosar cavalry with them as an escort back to Crameri.   

 

     Miriam advised Caldwin she would be able to contact the remaining Prefects in Crameri 

though mind speech.  The Bodyguard had also been recovered and the ship was on its way 

back to Crameri tomorrow morning. The dual attack on both search parties was a source of 

consternation for the Prefects. Caldwin watched Miriam silently communicate with the 

people back home and was in awe of such power.  She bid him goodnight and returned to 

tending to Eliza. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    Caldwin approached the building where the Protector was housed.  A healer had been 

summoned and she had been with the Protector the whole day.  He knocked and was bade 

entry.  He looked down at the man that was considered to be their one great hope against the 

Dark Druids and their minions.  Caldwin noted the man’s pale face which was framed by 

wavy brown hair as well as high cheekbones and a straight nose.   

 

 

    He sat down next to the figure and the man’s right hand was in a fist.  He pried the fingers 

open.  He had clenched his fist hard enough to pierce the skin of his palm.  Within it was a 

gold coin.  It matched the gold coin the man wore on his necklace. They were similar in 

weight and look.  The healer poured some sweet smelling fluid in to the man’s mouth and he 

could see his throat swallow reflexively.   

 

    Caldwin looked up when there was a knock on the door.  He opened it and faced a haggard 

looking Eliza who brushed past him.  A worried looking Miriam followed her in.  

 

    “Mistress Eliza, should you be up?  You don’t look well at all,” said Caldwin as Eliza 

peered down at the sleeping man. She checked his pulse and his hands.  She faltered when 

she noticed the gold coin on the table.  

 

   “So that much of the tracking ritual is true.  Was he holding the coin in his hand when you 

found it?”  Caldwin nodded, his eyes urging Miriam to get her Mistress back to her room.  

Miriam, threw her arms up, indicating she had tried.  

 

    “My Student has filled me in on what has happened. The Dark Druids knew about our 

plans.  We have to be even more cautious.” 
 

Caldwin nodded, he had already dispatched soldiers to bolster outposts.  “I have prepared a 

carriage to carry yourself and the Protector.”   

 

     Eliza seemed on the verge of protesting but Miriam touched her on the arm and whispered 

in her ear.  Eliza closed her eyes as Miriam helped her stand up.  “It will be better that I am 

the first person he sees when he awakens. “ 

 

     Aided by Miriam she exited the room.  Caldwin ordered the healer to contact him as soon 

as the patient woke.  He looked at the sleeping man on the bed.  He was large enough to have 

given him pause if he were to face the man in a bout of Fist Fighting.  Sighing, he went back 

to his room and dreamt of being under attack by Dark Druids and trying to protect Miriam.  

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 10 
 

ESCAPE 

 

     The assassin crept behind the two oblivious guards.  In one motion she broke the neck of 

one guard.  The other guard died after a quick jab broke his trachea. Gurgling, he fell to the 

deck.  A shout below deck told Zara they had discovered she had escaped. 

 

    Zara focused her efforts on escaping this damn boat or whatever it was.  She ran to the side 

of the ship.  Life boats were usually located on the sides of ships.  The sounds of running near 

her told her the look outs had left their posts to investigate the shouts from below deck.  She 

heard running footsteps ahead of her.  With no choice she slipped over the side of the ship 

and held on with her fingertips.  Her arms fully extended.  

 

    She waited a beat after Hirati’s men ran past and pulled her-self back on deck.  Another 

shout meant they had discovered the two guards she had killed.  She ran on, checking for 

lifeboats or hell even a dinghy being attached to the ship.  Zara swore when she reached the 

rear of the ship.  She ran to the port side and located a lifeboat.  It was a beast of a thing.  

After a quick inspection, she figured out how to lower it to the water and use the rope ladder 

on the side to make her getaway. 

 

 

     Zara kept checking to see if anyone would discover her before she was able to lower the 

boat. She heard a splash indicating the boat was on the water.  She began to climb down the 

ladder when out of the gloom she heard footsteps and a shout of command.  Without 

hesitation, Zara climbed down as fast as she could.  She was half way down when she heard a 

voice speaking in gibberish above her.  She looked up and saw the two men that she had first 

seen in the ship’s hallway and next to them was an archer drawing a bead on her.   

 

    It was the man in the ill fitting armour that was speaking.  His tone pleading.  Zara paid 

him no heed and continued climbing down.  She would rather die than be captured and 

tortured.  She heard sounds of arguing but ignored it.  She judged the boat was close enough 

to jump towards and make her escape.  As she jumped, she felt a bolt of pain as something 

struck her.  Zara was unconscious before she hit the water.  

 

 

     **** 

    

     Zara was back in the in between world she was in before she woke up on the strange ship.  

She saw images of her being trained in martial arts and gaining expertise on the use of 

various weapons.  She saw her master explaining her first mission and why the family had to 

die.  The next image was of her taking out her last assignment before Hirati.   

      

 

 



     The target was a high ranking member of a lobby group.  He was also a paedophile.  She 

had garrotted him while he sat on the toilet.  As he lay dying on the dirty floor, she cut his 

penis off and nailed it to the bathroom stall.  The hit had been paid for but she believed the 

added mutilation was deserved.  She remembered the grim pleasure she felt at ridding society 

of a disgusting piece of human trash.   

 

    Zara felt a pang at the memory. Something had happened with the mission on Hirati.  A 

throbbing on the back of her head caused her to remember the recent chain of events.  She 

woke up with a start and fell to the ground.  Zara groaned as she slowly got up.  She 

remembered being hit when she tried to escape.   Was it the guy holding the bow and arrow?  

If she had been hit by an arrow, why was she was still alive?  What was even odder was the 

last time she saw someone using a bow and arrow was during the Olympics.   

 

    Judging by the bars that surrounded her and the single bed, she was a prisoner.  She felt 

movement and knew she was still on the ship.   Zara tensed when she heard footsteps 

approaching.  It was someone carrying a tray of food and drink.  She eyed the unarmed man.  

She remembered she had knocked him out while making her escape.  She should have killed 

him.  He slid the food tray through a space in the bars and gestured to for her to eat and 

stepped back.  

 

    Zara smiled as she approached the tray.  She grabbed a round piece that looked like an 

apple.  She tossed it up and down on her palm and with a precision throw hit the man in 

between the eyes.  His eyes rolled up in their sockets and he fell to the floor with a thud.  

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 11 
 

     SURVIVAL 

 

     Will woke up with a pounding headache.  The room was dark but that didn’t help lessen 

the pain.  Something was wrong.  He was flat on his back but it felt as if he was moving.  He 

tried to raise his head but a bolt of pain changed his mind.  He heard the buzzing of flies, the 

cracking of a whip and the heat.  The heat was unbearable.  Where exactly was he?  The last 

thing he remembered was weaving in and out of traffic thanks to a car that nearly sideswiped 

him.  Did he stack it and end up in a hospital?  The room’s air conditioning must be broken.   

 

     He tried to get up again and groaned at the effort.  He felt a hand restrain him from getting 

up.  A nurse?  He tried to speak but all that came out was a dusty croak.  He heard voices, 

talking in a language he couldn’t understand.  He felt a cup being pressed against his lips. It 

filled with water.  He drank greedily but the cup was soon pulled away.  Someone held his 

hand and pressed a cold cloth on his forehead.    

 

    He heard a rustle.  Light briefly entered the room as he heard someone talking and 

mercifully it was dark again.  The feeling of moving stopped, he tried to get up and again 

someone tried to restrain him.  He pushed the hand aside.  He could feel his strength 

returning.  He heard a female voice being raised in protest and shouts outside the room.  

Something hit the wall and shook his room.  What the hell was going on?  He heard a crash, 

someone screaming and an explosion.    

 

    Will heard a creak and a brief flash of light.  He knew he was alone.  He slowly got up and 

thankfully there was no pain.  He felt his way towards where he remembered the flash of light 

came from.  He barked his shin and bit back a cry when his hand touched something solid.  

He felt his way until he found the handle.  He was about to open the door when it was ripped 

out of his grasp.   

 

    Light exploded in the room and he shielded his eyes.  There were sounds of a struggle and 

the door was slammed shut.  Will took a deep breath and tried opening the door again.  He 

squinted against the light as the door swung open.  He saw blue skies and mountains in the 

distance.  Where the hell was he?  He froze when two men swinging swords at each other 

came into his vision. One was dressed in some kind of uniform; the other was bare footed and 

wearing rag like clothing.  It was like a bizarre scene out of Game of Thrones.   

 

 

    Will nearly went sprawling on to the ground when he stepped forward.  He turned around 

and realized he had been in a closed horse carriage of some kind, not dissimilar to those he 

saw on Swanston Street.  All around him were people swinging swords at each other.  He 

heard another explosion and screams to his left.  Dragons? Whatever was going on, he 

wanted no part of it.  He looked down and cursed when he noticed he wasn’t wearing any 

shoes.  He looked around and thought he must be in the Outback.  He pushed aside any other 

thought and decided to run.  To his right a uniformed man screamed as a man skewered him.  

The killer noticed an unarmed man, smiled and ran straight for him.  

 



     Will’s mind did its usual trick of slowing everything down.  The man was wearing some 

kind of wrap around cloth around his head. Stringy brown hair had escaped the headwear. He 

also looked like hadn’t bathed in a long time.   

 

     The man wore a necklace and to Will’s horror it looked like there were an assortment of 

bones and teeth that had been strung together.  The man was sporting half a dozen scars and 

was bleeding from his most recent victim.  In slow motion he came at Will, with teeth rotted 

through.  

 

    Mum had enrolled him in a couple of self defence courses taught by one of her old crew 

mates.  He remembered a class about how to defend against someone who had a weapon.  He 

had no idea one day it would be using those skills against a sword wielding maniac.  

 

   The warrior, hoping for a quick kill, tried to cut Will’s head off with a vicious swing.  Will 

ducked the blow and as he rose, delivered a teeth rattling uppercut that lifted the man and 

landed him on his backside.  He sat unmoving as an astonished Will looked down on him.  

What just happened?  He felt an itch on his back and again he felt his body acting on its own.  

Without looking, his left leg kicked out and hit a charging warrior on the chest.  The man 

flew back and landed with a thud.  A uniformed man ran forwards and made sure he was 

dead.   

 

    The soldier looked up and shouted something at him.  Will, still shaken at what had just 

happened, was looking down at his hands.  Suddenly two figures appeared before him.  He 

lashed out at the shorter one, who fell to the ground but the other placed a hand on him and 

he only saw darkness.  

 

 

 

 

     ** 

 

 

     Davin watched as the Royal Etana docked.  Richards came down the gang plank first, 

nearly skipping.  Vasor followed in a statelier manner.  Richards ran up to Davin, brushed 

aside any formalities and gave him a report of what happened. Davin was astonished and 

turned his attention to Vasor when he finally joined them.   

 

   “The Bodyguard killed two of our men?” 

 

   Vasor shot Richards a dark look.  “I’m afraid Master Richards is overreacting.  Yes, two of 

Captain Elliot’s crew died on duty but that is not her fault.” 

 

    “Her?” Davin frowned.  Vasor held up a hand.  “Yes, the Bodyguard is a woman, a 

dangerous one at that.” 

 

    “The Protector has also been recovered.  Caldwin arrived yesterday.  They were attacked 

twice.  Make yourselves available to my office, we need to talk.”  Richards barely concealed 

a grumble.  The hot meal he had been dreaming of would have to wait.   

 



    “Put away the long face Richards.  You’ll be able to have a meal soon enough.  Now get 

yourselves cleaned up.  A couple of things have come up since you have been gone.”  Davin 

suppressed a laugh at his old friend’s change of mood.  Richards hurried off but Vasor stayed 

behind.  Davin gave him a questioning look.  

 

    “The men were killed because we were unable to communicate with the Bodyguard.  She 

cannot understand our language.”   Vasor held up a hand as Davin was about to raise an 

objection.  

 

    “The Prefects and I discussed our best course of action and we have agreed on the same 

thing.  We will fashion a language spell of sorts.  They need to know we are not their enemy.  

The Bodyguard has been put to sleep so we can bring her down from the ship.”  Davin looked 

up as a figure was carried down on a stretcher.  

 

      He noted Justin was walking behind the stretcher.  He had a bandage wrapped around his 

head.  He joined Vasor, as the figure on the stretcher was carried towards the Prefect house.  

Davin gave Justin a questioning glance.  Justin gave him a sheepish grin.  

 

   “She knocked me out.  Twice.  The second time, she threw an Ueono at me and hit me right 

here,” he pointed between his eyes.  “Anyhow, what Student in history can say they survived 

being attacked by the Bodyguard and lived?”  With a grin he ran off.   Davin couldn’t help 

but laugh.  

 

      *** 

 

    Zara checked the room for possible escape.   

 

     She had woken up after that bastard had put her to sleep somehow.  She found out she had 

been knocked into the water again by an arrow which had been covered in some kind of thick 

cloth.  Her pleasure in knocking out the man again was short lived when someone came down 

to check on her.  The man in the armour came down, fussed over his friend and looked at 

Zara.  

 

    She gave him the finger and sat back down on her bunk.  On further examination the man 

he felled was just a kid, not much more than a teenager.  They brought him out of the room 

and left Zara with the older man.  

 

   He approached her cell, uttered a few alien words and the next thing Zara knew, she was in 

this room.  She checked the door.  It was steel and there was no way for her to manipulate the 

lock.  Frustrated, she sat on the only piece of furniture in the room, a straw bed.  She calmed 

herself and tried to think of what she knew of her situation.  She was not a captive of Hirati.  

The people who had her were foreigners who did not use much technology.  Were they a 

slave company of sorts?  And how did that man manage to make her fall asleep?    

 

    All she could do was to bide her time until her captors to came to see her.  When a chance 

to escape presented itself, she would take it.  Killing someone in the process was just 

collateral damage.  

 

 

 



     **** 

 

    Caldwin still felt dirty even though he already had a bath.  He waited patiently outside of 

Davin’s office.  He was the first one present.  The battle coming back to Crameri was 

unbelievable.  They had made good time but in between shelters they had been attacked by 

desert bandits.  It was the largest band he had seen in these parts.  All armed to teeth and 

organised to the point of being regular army.  If he was to hazard a guess, they were lead by 

deserters and ex army officers.    

 

    Some of the bandits had hidden themselves beside the desert road.  They had attacked 

during the hottest part of the day. 

 

     

     Thankfully, Eliza and Miriam used their magic to tip the balance in their favour.  He was 

in awe of the power they wielded and made a mental note to never to make either woman 

angry.  Then there was the Protector.   

 

     The speed and power he displayed was a sight to behold.  The fact that he had no idea 

what was going was doubly impressive.  On a sour note, he swatted Miriam away as if she 

was a blowfly.  The blow nearly broke her arm.  Eliza had managed to cast a spell to make 

him fall asleep. 

 

   He had caught up with some of the men onboard Royal Etana and their stories had left him 

shaken.  He heard someone approaching. He looked up and smiled.  An exhausted Richards 

nearly threw himself next to Caldwin.  

 

    He gave Richards a smile.  “You look like hell and you smell bad,” he said, while 

wrinkling his nose.   Richards waved away the observation.  He looked to see if they were 

alone and took out a flask hidden in his boot.  He took a swig and offered it to Caldwin.  The 

Marshal smiled and shook his head.  Richards took another swig and put the flask away in its 

hiding spot.  

 

   “What I saw on that ship was crazy.  People floating in the air.  Warriors willing to die 

instead of surrendering.  And that crazy bitch!  Gods!”  Further conversation ceased when 

Prefects and Students started to arrive. 

 

    Caldwin looked for Miriam and found her trailing behind Vasor’s Student.  He caught her 

eye to see how she was doing.  She gave him a wan smile and took her place next to her 

Mistress.  He noticed she rubbed the arm the Protector had hit.   

 

    The door opened and Davin stepped out.  “Ladies, Gentlemen, let us have this conference 

in the war room.”  He swept past the startled group.  They looked at each other and followed 

Davin.  They filed into the room, while Davin waited.  When all were seated, Davin gestured 

for the guard to close the door.   

 

    Davin leaned back on the war table, seeming to meditate on a thought.  They shifted in 

their seats, impatient for the Sire Magistrate to begin speaking.  Outside sounds of hammers 

and construction were mixed in with sounds of the cadets going through training.  Davin 

shook his head, as if to rouse himself from his thoughts.  

 



 

 

    “First, I want to congratulate Richards and Caldwin for fulfilling your missions.  Some of 

you may not be aware but the two groups were attacked by Dark Druids.”  Davin waited a 

beat, “And from reports that I’ve been given, they have recruited Nomads for their cause.”  

Whispers and alarmed mutterings filled the room.   

 

    Davin waited until there was silence.  “It’s an alliance we have always feared.  Something 

to unite the self styled warlords and their companies for a single purpose.  We do not know 

what the Druids have promised these people and I don’t care.  That is the domain of the 

Prefects.  Our job as fighting men is to protect the people who rely on us to keep them alive.”  

He paused and rubbed his bearded chin.   

 

 

   “I have sent word to Ryzer and Valoy.  They will return as soon as they are able.  For now, 

I command.  Vasor and Eliza, you both need to confer with your colleagues concerning the 

Protector and the Bodyguard.  You say they are supposed to help us.  Evidence tells me 

otherwise.  Fix the problem.” Vasor began to object but Belin, held his arm and said 

something to him.  Vasor grimaced but remained silent.  

 

   “Richards, Caldwin.  I have accelerated the cadet’s training.  We have soldiers but we need 

more advanced officers.  Your job is to teach our current group everything you know about 

good soldiering and commanding.   I want daily reports.”    

 

    The group waited to be dismissed but Davin, drummed his fingers on the desk.  He looked 

up and said, “Our enemy tried to stop the Protector and the Bodyguard from being brought 

back.  We need to keep them alive until they understand who they are.  You are dismissed 

except for the Prefects” 

 

     The room emptied, leaving only the five Prefects and Davin.  He eyed all of them and 

said, “Don’t you think it’s time you told me what the hell is going on?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 12 
 

Understanding 

 

       Will heard someone at the door.  

 

     He had woken up in this room.  He had repeatedly banged on the door calling for someone 

to let him out.  Sometime later, a tray of food and drink was slid under the door.  He realized 

he was starving and wolfed down the sandwich and soup.  It was delicious and he gulped 

down the fruity drink in one swallow.  With no clocks in the room, he had no idea what time 

it was.  He belched and pushed the tray underneath the door.  For all intents and purposes he 

was a prisoner.   

 

      His time alone gave him a chance to reflect on what happened in the desert.  How he 

ended up there was beyond his comprehension.  Did he kill the sword wielding maniac with a 

punch? What about the guy he kicked?  Questions continued to swirl until he heard the noise 

by the door. 

 

    “Hello?  Is someone there?  Who are you?  Where the hell am I?”  He approached the door, 

his anger increasing as he came closer to it.  “Hey! I know you’re out there!” He banged on 

the door in frustration and stepped back in surprise.  There was a dent where had struck the 

metal door.  He looked at his hand, not a scratch.  What in God’s name was happening to 

him?  

 

      ** 

 

     Zara heard someone yelling.  Did these bastards have another prisoner in here 

somewhere?  She listened as the yelling continued.  It was a man and he was yelling 

something in English.  Zara smiled her shark’s grin.  If he spoke English then she had found 

an ally.  

 

    She heard noises by the door.  This was her chance.  She waited beside the door as it 

opened.  Her plan was simple. She would rush whoever came in and use them to get as far 

away as possible from this place.  Zara waited until she had a visual of target.  She needed a 

height check before launching an attack. She was taken aback when an old man entered but 

she didn’t hesitate. She tensed to perform a kick at the man’s head but all of a sudden she felt 

an odd sense of calm.  The kindly looking man smiled at her and gestured for her to follow 

him.    

 

 

    Zara followed.  She felt like an obedient dog being commanded to follow her master.  She 

felt anger but she was under some kind of spell.  The anger was replaced by fear.  People 

watched them walk by.  A few bowed and some were even crying. Zara felt someone walking 

next to her.  She turned and discovered it was a tall man, who had a terrified look on his face.  

His grey green eyes were wide with fear.   

 

 

 



 

 

    “Do you speak English?” he said from the corner of his mouth. Zara nodded.  The relief on 

his face was almost comical.  “How did you end up here?” he asked, as they continued their 

strange dreamlike march.  

 

 

    “I was in the middle of a job and these bastards captured me.  This old prick has got me 

under his control somehow and I’d soon just shut up in case he decides to burn me alive or 

something.”   

 

    Will studied the strange woman. An Asian woman with an American accent.  She stood 

nearly as tall as he did. Her doll like face was dominated by eyes that burned with anger.  Of 

all the strange things that had happened to Will, the rage in those eyes terrified him the most.   

 

     They were lead to another room where a table of food and refreshments awaited.  Will’s 

stomach growled in response.  They found themselves being commanded to sit down on two 

wooden stools.   Zara looked around the room, her mind identifying escape routes and 

weapons she could use.  Three other people dressed in robes of varying colours with alien 

symbols joined them.   

 

    The five of them conferred in their alien language.  Zara was hoping any distraction could 

loosen the hold they had on her but she was still unable to move.  The old man and a woman 

in green approached Will and Zara.  Will gulped and looked over to the strange woman.  

 

    “What’s your name?”  

 

    “Why do you need to know my name?” Zara said, as the old man stopped in front of her 

and started to chant in a low voice.  

 

    “Because if I’m going to die, I at least want to know the last person I spoke to.  My name’s 

Will by the way.  Will Freeman from Melbourne, Australia. Pleasure to meet you.”  Will 

began to babble as the woman in green also started to chant.  Zara was sweating as she tried 

to break the invisible hold that had been placed on her.  The guy next to him started to recite 

the Our Father prayer which pissed her off even more.  

 

    “My name is Zara Yeo, from Beverly Hills, United States of Fuckin’ America.  Now 

would you...” Zara trailed off as the chanting man put his hand on her head.  She closed her 

eyes and felt heat emanating from man’s hand.  She screamed as blinding light filled her head 

and she felt something being turned on.”  

 

    There was silence.  Dripping with sweat, she turned towards Will Freeman from 

Melbourne, Australia.  He was slumped on the stool.  Zara was surprised with his size, it 

hadn’t buckled.  She started to call his name and stopped.  Something was wrong.  She tried 

again and faltered.  Will shook his head at someone calling his name.   

 

    “Will! Can you understand me?  Will! Wake up!”  The big man sat up and raised his hand 

to indicate he had heard her.  

 



    “Yeah I hear you loud and clear,” the look of surprise on his face as he spoke had Zara 

laughing.  The laughter held a note of hysteria. 

     

    “We’re not speaking English are we?”  Zara asked.  

 

    Before Will could reply, the old man spoke. “My name is Belin.  I am the representative of 

the God of Light on the world of Hablen.  We brought you back because our world is in great 

danger.  We need your help Protector.”  He directed the last to Will, head bowed in respect.  

 

     The woman in green stepped forward. “My name is Eliza, I brought you back Protector.  

My colleague Vasor brought you back Bodyguard.  Our world is in peril.   The Dark Druids 

are again on the march to bring back their Druid God, which will allow them to access the 

Doorway. They must be stopped.” 

 

 

    Will and Zara understood the words but had no idea what she was talking about.  They 

could still not move.  Belin cleared his throat.  “I think that’s a little too much information for 

them to digest, Eliza.  They must be hungry.”  This time Zara’s stomach growled.  Belin 

looked at Zara.  

 

    “Please Bodyguard, we mean you no harm.  Once I remove the mental hold, you can move.  

However, I will not hesitate to place them on you again if you attack us.” 

 

“Zara, I’m hungry.” Will pleaded with her.  Zara closed her eyes and nodded.  She felt her 

muscles loosen.  She stood up and looked at the people who had in effect kidnapped her 

because they needed her to fight some kind of Druid army.  

 

    “No harm?  You assholes kidnap me and you want me to help you?”  She stalked over to 

the table, where Will was already filling his plate.  At first glance at the table laden with food, 

she wanted one of everything. She settled on meat pie of sorts.  She had never been so hungry 

in her life.   

 

     Looking over to Will, he was eating enough for two people.  The man knew how to eat.  

She noticed there were no knives or sharp instruments on the table.  With an internal smile, 

she thought they could freeze her again but not quick enough before she could throw 

something at them.   

     Will spoke around something that tasted like baked potato, “So what do you guys mean 

about bringing us back?”  He felt as if he hadn’t eaten in a month.  

     Zara gave him a sour look as she wolfed down something that tasted like chicken.  What 

annoyed her even more was the dish tasted exactly like her mother’s recipe for chicken 

risotto.  Will didn’t seem to mind about being kidnapped and that he was some kind of super 

hero to these people.  

 

   A figure dressed in a riotous coloured robe spoke up.  “Protector, our history and the part 

you played in it will be explained soon. For now we need you and the Bodyguard to regain 

your strength.  We need you to regain your powers.”  

 

 



 

 

 

    Will raised an eyebrow at that.  He recalled the things he did when they were in the desert.  

Zara wondered if these people could read minds.  If they did, it would make it that much 

harder to torture one of them and force them to send her back home.  She smiled as she ate 

another piece of meat.    

 

    They were escorted to a court yard.  It was a training ground of some kind, with various 

obstacles and equipment.  Zara noticed the young man from the ship.  He gave her a shy 

smile.  She tapped the middle of her head and smiled her shark’s grin.  The boy looked away 

in a hurry.   

 

 

    The tall man Zara had encountered was waiting for them along with two other figures.  He 

was clean shaven, with dark hair that was starting to show some grey.  His dark eyes tracked 

Will and Zara.  She judged him a dangerous individual.  Next to him was a short and stocky, 

bearded man.  He had the air of command and Zara marked him as a man who was used to 

his orders being followed.   

 

     The final person waiting was a young man who had long blonde hair.  His stance was 

relaxed but his sword hand did not stray far from the sword handle. He was also carrying a 

bow on his back.  She wondered if it was his arrow that had knocked her unconscious.  Zara 

marked him as another dangerous opponent.   

 

 

    Zara and Will stopped in front of the trio and the bearded man spoke.  “Protector, 

Bodyguard.  My name is Davin.  Welcome back.”  There was a cheer of some sorts from 

some young people who were watching.  Davin silenced them with a stern look.  “Protector, I 

will leave you with Battle Master Richards,” The tall man, nodded his head, his eyes focused 

on Zara, “And Battle Marshal Caldwin,” The young man smiled and gave a little bow.   

 

    “These gentlemen will assist in familiarising you with weapons we have.  Although they 

won’t really be a requirement once your supposed powers are awakened.” He said the last in 

a doubtful tone as he looked over at Belin.     

 

    “Protector, Bodyguard, I must go.”  He turned and ordered the young people to follow him.  

He left them with the smiling Caldwin and the scowling Richards.   Zara noticed the old guy 

Belin was close by, ensuring she would play nice.  The forthright Will broke the ice.  He 

approached, with his hand held out.  

 

   “I’m not sure if you have this custom of shaking hands in your world?”  Both men looked 

at him with surprise.  Caldwin took the offered hand and changed the grip into a fighter’s 

hand shake.  Will disengaged Caldwin and did the same with Richards.  Zara saw her chance 

while the two fighters were distracted.  She threw a glance at the old fart but had turned his 

back and was talking to someone.  She walked towards the weapons of this world, neatly 

lined up in a row.   

 

 



    Zara frowned when all she could find were swords, knives and axes.  She missed her guns.  

The men were still talking to Will.  They were laughing.  The old man was still talking to 

someone out of sight.  With a smile, Zara picked up a long knife and advanced towards the 

men, sliding the knife up her sleeve.   

 

    Will thought it was strange that Caldwin’s smile suddenly change to one of surprise.  He 

held his arms out and began to move back.  Richards frowned when Caldwin backed away.   

 

    They finally noticed Zara standing behind him.  

 

      “If Will over there has all these powers, you don’t need me.  She had slid the knife under 

the armour Caldwin was wearing and the tip was pressed against his heart.  Zara pushed the 

knife in and Caldwin could feel blood starting to flow.   

 

 

    “Zara!  These people need our help!” Zara ignored him and peeked over Caldwin’s 

shoulder.  The old fart noticed something was wrong and was moving towards them.   

 

    “Don’t come any closer old man!  You come any closer and I’ll kill him!”  But the old man 

did not slow down.  Instead of heading in her direction he went straight to Will.  He reached 

out and placed a hand over Will’s eyes.  He rocked back and cords on Will’s neck stood out.  

At last, Belin removed his hand.  Will was on unsteady legs.   His grey green eyes had a look 

of shock but also of understanding.  

 

   He started walking towards Zara. 

 

    “Zara, he showed me!”   Zara was surprised at the panic in Will’s voice.  What did the old 

man do to him?  She snuck a peek around the hostage’s shoulder, looking for Will.  He was 

approaching her, hands out front, as if he was pleading.  

 

    “Zara, listen to me!  These Dark Druids or whatever they call themselves.  They want to 

bring back their Druid God and find a doorway to other worlds.  That’s their aim, make 

people worship their Master!  Sooner or later they’ll find our home and kill everyone we 

love.”  Her hostage was starting to wobble from the blood loss.   

 

    “I don’t give a shit! I want off this rock! I want to go home!” Zara said the last with a crack 

in her voice.  She heard Will sigh.  

 

    “Zara, Belin showed me what kind of person you were.  You were an assassin. Didn’t it 

make you wonder why you only chose targets that had done something you thought were 

wrong?  That’s because you have lived your life under a code.  Punish those people who 

would stand over the weak.  That’s what we are.  We were created by the Gods of Hablen as 

a failsafe to protect its people and other worlds.  We serve no other purpose!  Listen to me 

Zara.  You can kill Caldwin but they won’t do anything.  They won’t bring you back to your 

home until we have done what we were made to do!”  

 

   Caldwin sunk to his knees, losing consciousness from his wound.  Richards started to go 

forward but a warning shout from Belin made him hold his ground.  Zara started to cry.  She 

wiped her tears away in anger.  She despised crying.  She threw the knife away and sat on the 

ground, rocking back and forth with her arms around her knees.  



 

   Will, sat down next to her and put a hand on her shoulder.  “Didn’t it ever make you 

wonder why you seemed so different to your parents?  That’s because you were adopted.”  

The news rocked Zara to her very foundations but it also brought things to a full circle of 

understanding.  She wiped tears away and looked at Will.  

 

 

    “We’re supposed to help these people, because they have no one else?” Will nodded.   

 

    “All I know is to kill people, why are they calling me a freakin’ Bodyguard?”  She stood 

up and turned Caldwin over and started removing his armour. “The wound is not deep.  He 

should be fine.”  She looked up as Richards moved to pick up his friend.  

 

    “I’m sorry Master Richards,” said Zara.  Richards nodded and shouted for a stretcher. Zara 

stood up and walked towards Belin.  Will followed her.  

 

    Zara’s expression hardened as she faced Belin.   

 

    “You kidnap me from my home because you need my help. I’ll look at this as a contract. I 

fulfil it and you let me go?” 

 

   Belin nodded.  “We do not have much time.  We have received reports the Dark Druids are 

marching to the Orayu Mountain Ranges.  The Prefects can try to stop them but the risks are 

too great.  We need you and the Protector.” 

 

    Will joined Zara and looked at him quizzically, “And how are we supposed to do that 

when they have super powers and we don’t even know what the hell we’re doing?” 

 

    Belin smiled.  “I’ll show you.” 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 13 

 

Training 

 

 

     Richards stood impassive as healers fussed over his fallen comrade.  Except he hadn’t 

been felled by an enemy but supposedly one of their own.  He turned, looking outside the 

healers’ window, seeking Bellin and the others but they had gone.   

 

     The mood had been sombre during the meeting in the War Room.  Richards stood with 

Caldwin near the entrance as all eyes turned to Belin. 

 

     “How much do you know about the history of the Protector and the Bodyguard?”  

 

     Davin frowned.  “A history lesson?”  He looked out of patience. “Do we have time for 

this?” 

 

     Belin only waited.  The others shifted uncomfortably in the awkward silence.  Davin 

sighed in exasperation.  “Very well.  The Protector and the Bodyguard were created by the 

Prefects through a ritual where blood from the five prefects were combined to conjure two 

magical beings to combat the Dark Druids during the Territorial Wars.  They were called The 

Guardians of Hablen.” 

 

     Davin continued.  “The Druids and their minions marched to the Orayu Mountain Ranges 

to open up some kind of gate which would allow them to seize the world and resurrect their 

Druid God trapped in another universe.  The creation of the Protector and the Bodyguard 

tipped the balance and laid waste to the Druids and their armies.  What were left of the 

Prefects and Students sealed the door and hunted down the Druids who fled south.” Davin 

was no longer reciting but was now imagining.  

 

    “When the Druids command was broken, their armies scattered.  Treaties were signed with 

those willing to come under the rule of King Shandai and Admiral Fasul.  Those who refused 

fled to the south, perhaps to rejoin what was left of the Druids. It was decided the Guardians 

had served their purpose but Students who were now Prefects knew they would be needed 

again.” 

 

     Davin finished his narration and looked at Belin.  The Prefect nodded his head.  “Most of 

that is correct, but like most of our history, what’s written isn’t nearly as accurate as what 

was seen.”  With a flick of his wrist a square portal appeared to float above him.  Richards 

astonishment doubled when he saw images of death and destruction.   

 

 


